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3DTraining.com Welcomes Emmy Award Winning Director David Carson to its Student Advisory
Board.
New York City, NY – May 24, 2011 – 3DTraining.com (3DTi) welcomes David
Carson to its board of student advisors, which represents prominent
animation executives who are committed to sharing their areas of expertise
with its instructors and students. The members of the 3DTi advisory board
represent significant talent and accomplishment in the animation industry.
David Carson is the director of four episodes each of Star Trek: The Next
Generation and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, including the latter's pilot
episode, "Emissary"". Carson also directed Star Trek Generations, his first
feature film effort and the highest grossing movie of the Star Trek franchise at that time. His movies
for the big screen include LETTERS FROM A KILLER, starring Patrick Swayze, IN HIS LIFE: THE JOHN
LENNON STORY, and THE 10TH KINGDOM.
Carson directed Star Trek: Voyager guest actor Bruce McGill in the 1993 TV movie Shameful Secrets
and the 1998 film Letters from a Killer. He directed part 10 of the HBO miniseries From the Earth to
the Moon, helmed the 2002 TV adaptation of Stephen King's Carrie, and directed Scott Bakula in the
2007 Lifetime movie Blue Smoke.
Carson has also directed episodes of such shows as L.A. Law, Doogie Howser, M.D., Alien Nation,
Northern Exposure, Beverly Hills 90210. Other movies and mini-series directed by Carson for
television include CARRIE, BLUE SMOKE, and GOING UNDERGROUND, which won a Humanitas award.
Carson has also won two EMMYS, for his work on the TV series STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE and
NORTHERN EXPOSURE.
“I am very impressed with 3DTi’s program, and especially their aim to help and encourage students to
balance their artistry and aspirations with the real world requirements and challenges of the
entertainment industry, thereby increasing their chances of success,” remarks Carson regarding 3DTi
online programs.

About 3D Training Institute
3D Training Institute (3DTi), is the industry's leading provider of live-online, production-based
training programs in Autodesk's 3ds Max, Maya, Revit, AutoCAD & Inventor software.
The training is conducted in a simulated production environment built upon its unique LearnPractice-WorkTM approach. Utilizing a focused, project-based course, students gain the expertise
needed to get ready to work on real world projects.
3DTi’s close ties to the animation industry, provides students with insights into the latest trends in
the industry, and work opportunities. Located in New York, 3DTraining offers online courses
conducted during the week end and evenings for beginners and professionals.
For more information or to learn about 3DTI’s free weekly introductory class, please visit
www.3dtraining.com or call (212) 967-7777.
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